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Viewing:
VIEWING
At the time of publication, due to Government guidance
around social distancing, we are unable to offer viewing of
items in our auction rooms. All lots are extensively illustrated
and carry detailed condition reports on our
website www.sworder.co.uk. Should you require further
images or photographs, please do not hesitate to contact us
at auctions@sworder.co.uk or telephone 01279 817778.
These provisions may be subject to alteration as Government
restrictions are eased or lifted, so please do check our
website for up-to-date information.
REMOVAL OF LOTS
Please note that while we are subject to the constraints of the
current lockdown conditions, Sworders have extended the
collection time for purchases to 10 working days following the
Design Sale (to Tuesday 9 February). Please book
appointments to collect your lots through our click and collect
service.
Furniture will not be sent to Perry Removals for this sale.
Estimate: £4000 - £6000 + Fees
1933 Austin Seven Saloon,
1933 Austin Seven Saloon,
Registration Number: 819 UXJ,
Chassis Number: 175325,
Car Number: B7 8830,
Engine Number: M168454
Painted black over bright red with a red vinyl interior, the
overall condition of this Seven saloon is 'fair' overall. The
dash and instrumentation appear original with a combination
of Lucas and Smiths MA gauges. The engine bay is very
presentable and the car started easily and ran very well
during our recent inspection, and is reported to have been
overhauled and bored to +0.060in. The clutch, back axle and
prop are to Ruby specification and P&A Wood restored the
radiator. Avon tyres are fitted all round and flashing indicators
have been added for safety.
An older restoration, it has seen regular use until recently in
its present ownership, over the last fourteen years, having
been bought as a non-runner. A number of spares are
available with the car including two rear wings, a nearside
front wing, back axle and rear prop shaft. Collection from the
seller may be required following completion of the sale.
Paperwork includes a current V5C registration document.

